Port Focus
Welcome to our port focus on the Port of Las
Palmas located in the Canary Islands. These
guides offer insight into and analysis the intricacies
of the supply chain, the economic outlook and the
challenges procurement departments face.
This issue, IMPA Members Provicanarias have
provide an overview of the Canary Islands’ best
natural inlet the Port of Las Palmas. The most
important port in the Atlantic
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The Port of Las Palmas is the Mid-Atlantic leader in
terms of capacity and competitiveness, and therefore
the most important port in this part of the Atlantic

L

ocated in the Canary Islands’ best natural inlet, it

maritime traffic (cargo, commercial, passenger, fishing,

falls within the European Union and occupies a

cruise, recreational), and one that is also working to

position of strategic geographic importance as a point

become a ‘Port 4.0’ through the application of the most

of connection and a tri-continental crossroad between

advanced information technologies to increase efficiency

Europe, Africa and America.

and competitiveness. Its goal is to reaffirm its regional

This port is also physically connected to Las Palmas
de Gran Canaria, an open and cosmopolitan regional
capital with first-class services on an island - Gran Canaria

leadership in the Mid-Atlantic as a port of special impact
in Africa, specifically its western coast.
Thanks to some excellent forward planning, the Port

- that is a major international tourist destination with

of Las Palmas has experienced strong investment and a

approximately five million visitors every year.

considerable capacity increase over the last few years in

The Port of Las Palmas is also an extremely multi-

terms of port surface area and berthing line. The Port of Las

functional port, offering multipurpose and flexible services

Palmas has a wide range of depths available for a large variety

of extremely high quality standards to a vast range of

of vessels and a total 16 kilometres of piers for berthing.

The Port of Las Palmas is also an extremely
multi-functional port and one that is also
working to become a ‘Port 4.0’
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This ongoing improvement has also

Spanish airport in terms of freight with

consolidated the port’s status as one of the

20,000 tonnes per year (after Madrid and

most important Atlantic ports for cruise

Barcelona), it has an airport logistics centre

traffic, with approximately 600 trans-

that is especially focused on the socio-

Atlantic cruise ships and some 630,000

economic environment in West Africa.

passengers stopping here every year. When

One of the most attractive strengths

added to other traffic, this raises the total

offered by the Port of Las Palmas is

number of passengers passing through the

precisely its traffic with the African

port to close to 1,300,000 every year.

continent due to the advantages stemming
from doing so via a territory forming

A communications hub
in the Atlantic

part of the European Union. The port

The Port of Las Palmas has successfully

to 71 African ports via some 20 shipping

consolidated itself as a genuine

companies that sail regularly.

serves 33 African countries and connects

communications hub, with connections

By harnessing these connections to

to 510 ports in 135 countries via some 30

Africa and its enormous port capacity,

shipping companies. These superb maritime

Las Palmas is currently the main logistics

connections are also perfectly complemented

base for the United Nations World

by unbeatable connections by air, both

Food Programme and the Red Cross for

freight and passengers. Only 20 minutes

humanitarian actions on the west coast

away from the port, Gran Canaria Airport

of Africa and in the Sahel, regions where

serves some 13.5 million passengers a year

humanitarian emergencies require

and more than 130,000 operations annually.

swift action and efficient help for the

This is only to be expected given the city’s

populations at risk. As a result, it is

status as a leading tourist destination

also a charity port that has opened

with such a first-rate accommodation

up new perspectives in the field of

offer. Besides being the third-largest

urgent humanitarian aid.
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The Port of Las Palmas leads Spain in terms of ship repair and
bunkering. It is the main Atlantic port for fuel supply and has five
companies offering their services for large supply capacity

Las Palmas de Gran Canaria
Puerto de la Luz

A leading port

tech installations and a broad array of services for naval

The Port of Las Palmas leads Spain in terms of ship repair

traffic, that give it a competitive edge over its rivals.

and bunkering. It is the main Atlantic port for fuel supply

Compared to other ports within the same African

and has five companies offering their services for large

and Atlantic region, the Port of Las Palmas offers first-

supply capacity. As well as its leadership in this regard, it

class infrastructures and the security of belonging to

is the second-largest port in Spain for frozen fish landings,

the European Union. To this should be added the tax

the third-largest for passenger traffic and the fourth-largest

advantages associated with the Canary Island fiscal regime,

in terms of container traffic.

with low-tax areas that make it an attractive space for
business and with the traditional trade freedom that

Training Centre, the private initiative of Grupo Stier,

has been kept even after becoming a Member of the

places the Port of Las Palmas in a privileged position for

European Union.

qualified professional training. Thanks to their private
investment OPITO, GWO, MARLINS, NEBOSH, STCW

A perfect stopover for pleasure boats

international accreditations are available in different

Besides its commercial traffic, the Port of Las Palmas is also

languages all over the year in Gran Canaria island.

extremely attractive to recreational craft as a stopover for

Grupo Stier is a private company offering Maritime

trans-Atlantic sailors from all five continents, including this

and Training Services for over 25 years in the Canaries.

port on their journeys. The small craft dock at the port has

Their training is focused on being able to work in the O&G

a total of 1,359 berthing points and has gradually attracted

Industry, Merchant Marine Vessels and On/Offshore Wind

more traffic from Ocean regattas, such as the Atlantic

Parks besides being very beneficial for the Refresh Courses

Rally for Cruisers (ARC) and the MiniTransat.

of the Crew staying in the Port of Las Palmas or, going in/
out West Africa.
• It is the largest marina in the Canary Islands with
Container traffic capacity at the Port of Las Palmas
can reach 30 containers/hour at its three cargo terminals,
two of which are container-specific and the third can be
combined with other types of cargo. 1,300,000 TEU move
through the Port of Las Palmas every year, making it the

two seawalls providing 210,000 m2 of space.
• The main seawall is 680 metres long and has 130
stern-to berthing points, allowing for a maximum
length of 45 metres.
• The enclosing seawall is 700 metres long and has

main port in the Mid-Atlantic and the West African region,

five jetties with 150 berthing points for a maximum

as well as among the 70 busiest ports in the world.

length of 16 metres.
• The port’s Muelle de Ribera side, which is

Maritime traffic at the Port of Las Palmas is non-stop.

immediately adjacent to the city, has 12 jetties with

A boat leaves or enters the port every 30 minutes, with

approximately 870 berthing points for a maximum

more than 13,000 boats operating here every year. All

length of 16 metres.

of them are perfectly supervised by a Coordination and
Control Centre fitted with cutting-edge technology. This
centre also provides rescue and ship services, including

The best resupply port

modern cleaning and pollution control systems for risk

The Port of Las Palmas and its geographic position require

or crisis situations.

the presence of a prestigious and globally benchmarked

All these quantitative features are joined by outstanding
qualitative factors at the Port of Las Palmas, such as high-
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resupply service.
Resupply services at the Port of Las Palmas have

The Port of Las Palmas is a multipurpose port
that has been described as the “last mile” for
ships heading south because it is a resupply
point with all the necessary products and
services with a European quality guarantee
successfully adapted to changing needs over time. It

By the same token, it is also the first resupply port for

even was on the route taken by those who would go on to

ships heading northward.

discover America; Christopher Columbus resupplied and

As a traditional stopover and resupply point in the

repaired his ships here before setting sail westward. It later

Mid-Atlantic, the Port of Las Palmas could not exist

supplied coal during the era of steam-powered sailing and

without the presence of a strong and consolidated ship

was the first Atlantic coal station for the European fleets.

chandler sector capable of responding to the needs of such

Nowadays, the port fully meets the demands of the fishing,

diverse maritime traffic.

cargo traffic, bunkering, offshore, cruise and recreational
sectors, among others.
The Port of Las Palmas is a multipurpose port that

The ship chandlers at the Port of Las Palmas make up
a private business sector that operates to ensure that all
vessels stopping at our port have all their needs covered.

has been described as the “last mile” for ships heading
south because it is a resupply point with all the necessary

PROVICANARIAS was set up to promote and represent

products and services with a European quality guarantee.

the group of ship chandlers at the port. The business
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association was created by the most important ship
chandler companies in the Canary Islands.
PROVICANARIAS is a member of the International
Marine Purchasing Association (IMPA).
From the geostrategic location of the Port of Las
Palmas, the members of PROVICANARIAS are capable
of responding to all the needs of the vessels that stop here
and offer a wide range of products and services to their
clients as they travel north-south-west: general provisions,
deck and machines, naval and communications electronics,
maintenance and repair, catering, naval security and
protection, machinery and parts, fuel and lubricants,
chemicals, tax-free goods for crew and passengers,
special fumigation services, import/export, pest control
and disinfection, and, in general, any service related to
consumption, maintenance and other sailing needs.
They are also able to supply fresh Canary Islands produce
of the highest quality through close ties with the primary
sector in this region.
The experience behind ship chandlers in the Canary
Islands is guaranteed by protocols and private structures

certified by high-quality international organisations
and applied to their services:
• Coordination and compliance with stopover times
in partnership with port agents and services;
• Permanent service 365 days/year in port and nearby
mooring bays;
• Vehicles equipped for all services (refrigerated,
cranes, lifting machinery, etc.);
• Warehouses with sufficient stock to meet the needs
of their clients;
• Personalised services that adapt to each type of
maritime client;
• Highly competitive in terms of value for money when
compared with other foreign ports on the Southern
Atlantic route.
The Canary Islands are the last European refuge
offering flexible services, goods and logistics, which
the ship chandlers of PROVICANARIAS are fully
capable of providing - www.provicanarias.org

The Port of Las Palmas and its geographic
position require the presence of a prestigious
and globally benchmarked resupply service
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